### 22. Smoking cessation

**Friday, 04 December 2015, 12:30-13:30**

**Chair:** To be confirmed  
**Track:** Tobacco control

| PC-880-04 | A European Respiratory Society Consensus Document to help smokers with pulmonary disorders to quit  
C Vardavas, C Gratziou, C Jimenez-Ruiz, J I De Granda *(Greece, Spain)* |
| PC-881-04 | Impact of smoking cessation intervention package on treatment outcome of tuberculosis patients in North India: a cluster randomized control trial  
S Goel, J Kathiresan, A Garg, S Raj, R J Singh *(India)* |
| PC-882-04 | In-school cessation in low-income schools in Mumbai  
A Pilankar, D Chadha *(India)* |
| PC-883-04 | Smoking cessation outcomes among in-patients in a tertiary care hospital: learning from LifeFirst Programme in India  
P Todankar, V Thawal, H Gupte, L Choudhuri *(India)* |
| PC-884-04 | National survey of smoking cessation services in Iran’s primary health care system  
Z Hesami, M Aryanpur, Mr Masjedi *(Iran, Islamic Rep. Of)* |
| PC-885-04 | Tobacco use among health professional students and their perceptions about cessation training: estimates by WHO regions  
CANCELLED |
| PC-886-04 | Cross-sectional survey on quitting attempts among adolescent smokers in Dharan, Eastern Nepal  
Pms Pradhan *(Nepal)* |
| PC-887-04 | Effective method for quitting tobacco  
A Tenna *(Sri Lanka)* |
| PC-888-04 | Developing and evaluating a behavioural support intervention for smokeless tobacco cessation in Pakistan and the UK  
O Dogar, C Jackson, R Bibi, H Thomson, I Kellar, K Siddiqi *(UK)* |